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When it comes to advertising, a crucial 
factor in determining whether a creative 
will have an actual impact is formed by 
consumers’ brand linkage. Even when 
an ad succeeds in conveying a clear, 
convincing, and appealing message, this 
ends up being worthless if consumers fail 
to link it to the advertising brand and, in 
turn, will be unable to use that message to 
update their brand attitudes. As a result, 
brand recall is a key element within many 
market research methods used for copy 
testing. It measures the degree to which 
consumers can correctly recall the brand 
behind an advertisement to which they 
had just been exposed, rather than not 
being able to or worse: naming one of its 
competitors instead. The higher the share 
of consumers that can correctly recall the 
advertising brand in a copy test, the better 
the advertisement’s actual in-market brand 
linkage.

A straightforward way advertisers may 
seek to improve brand recall, is to include 
(more) brand mentions, i.e., the explicit 
naming of the brand in their creatives. This 
provides the viewer with more potential 
“hooks” through which the brand and its 
link to the advertisement can be stored in 
memory. Several academic studies have 
already discussed a positive relationship 
between the number of brand mentions on 
one hand and brand recall on the other (e.g., 
Mehta & Purvis 2006; Singh & Cole 1993; 
Stanton 2004 for TV commercials, and 
Sewall & Sarel 2003 for radio commercials).

However, there is not one universal way of 
providing information about the brand to 
consumers. For example, an advertiser can 

choose to mention their brand in a visual 
manner by displaying its name on screen 
(e.g., through its logo), but also in an aural 
manner by letting someone speak it out 
loud. Even though scientific research has 
shown that this “presentation mode” can 
make a substantial difference in what is and 
isn’t remembered of specific stimuli (Penney 
1989), the vast majority of studies on the 
impact of in-ad brand mentions either 
could not or did not make such a distinction. 
One exception that did compare different 
presentation modes in terms of impact on 
recall was a recent paper by Simmonds et 
al. 2020 – albeit with a specific focus on the 
very first instance in which the brand was 
mentioned. However, it can be argued that 
the effects of any subsequent mentions 
may widely differ from the first one, e.g., 
because their additional impact on brand 
recall may become smaller and smaller with 
each additional mention. Such decreasing 
“returns-to-scale” are already well-
documented in the context of repeated 
exposures to the same advertisement 
(Pechmann & Stewart 1988; Singh & Cole 
1993) – but the same principle may very 
well apply within a single ad exposure when 
a brand name can be observed more than 
once.

Overall, it thus proves interesting to 
research how different amounts and types 
of brand mentions within commercials can 
affect consumers’ ability to recall the brand 
afterwards. This is especially relevant given 
that brand linkage will rarely be the sole 
goal of advertisers (Sewall & Sarel 1986). 
Instead, a commercial typically should 
also bring a specific message across to its 
audience. As such, learning more about 
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what improvements in brand recall can be expected of various levels of in-ad branding 
can help considerably in striking the right balance between how much time to spend on 1) 
communicating the brand and 2) communicating the message.

DATA COLLECTION ON BRAND MENTIONS AND 
BRAND RECALL
To obtain more insight into this issue, DVJ Insights con-
ducted a study around the impact of brand mentions 
observed within (TV) commercials on viewers’ ability to 
correctly recall the brand afterwards. In the corresponding 
online survey, conducted among 1200 Dutch respondents, 
each respondent was shown a set of eight randomly 
ordered, randomly chosen (out of a pool of 48, each belon-
ging to a different brand) TV commercials. Then, after a 
small block of “distraction” questions, we collected data on 
(unaided) brand recall by asking the respondent to name all 
brands he or she remembered seeing in the block of eight 
advertisements.

The resulting data set was then augmented by registering 
the number of brand mentions that viewers could observe 
in each of the 48 TV commercials. Specifically, we keep 

separate counts for each “mode” in which a mention could 
be presented: i.e.: 
• Visual mentions (the brand name is seen, e.g., through 

plain text or in its logo)
• Aural mentions (the brand name is spoken aloud by 

someone), or: 
• Combined mentions, in which both above modes 

co-occur within the same second
It should be noted that besides these “temporary” brand 
mentions, we also record for each commercial whether it 
makes use of a more persistent “brand watermark” (Dhillon 
2020), in which the brand (logo) is permanently placed at a 
fixed on-screen location throughout a longer period. Figure 
1 provides a visual overview of the different brand mentions 
that we track.

Figure 1: Visual representation of different types of brand mentions
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A MODEL OF POST-EXPOSURE BRAND RECALL
In this study, we seek to analyse how 1) the number and 2) the 
type of brand mentions that a consumer was able to observe 
in a commercial affect the likelihood that a consumer can 
recall the advertised brand some time afterwards. To this 
end, we estimated a logistic regression model of respon-
dents’ (unaided) brand recall, in which the number of visual, 
aural, and combined brand mentions that were observed, 
along with the (possible) presence of a brand watermark, 
serve as main explanatory variables. To assess whether 
(and to what extent) the impact of brand mentions on recall 
indeed exhibits decreasing returns-to-scale (with each 
mention beyond the first leading to an increasingly smaller 
improvement in brand recall), we raise the amount of brand 
mentions (within each presentation mode) to the power of 
a separate model parameter. The estimated value for this 
parameter then indicates whether additional mentions (of 
the same mode) lead to a) decreasing (values between 0 
and 1), b) constant (value of exactly 1) or c) increasing (values 
higher than 1) improvements in brand recall.

In addition, for each of the separate branding elements, we 
include interaction terms with the remaining elements, to 
allow the impact of a specific branding element to depend 
on the other branding elements that were observed by the 
viewer. This is another way to test for decreasing returns-
to-scale – if the parameters of (some of) these interaction 
terms turn out negative, it means that the unique impact 
of each mention of a specific type becomes smaller the 
more mentions of other types are present within the same 
commercial. Moreover, given that the impact of branding 

elements is (partly) determined by the amount of time in 
which they are visible (Gerber & Terblanche-Smit 2014), we 
also include an interaction term between the presence of 
a brand watermark (i.e. the branding element that is often 
on-screen for a prolonged amount of time), and the number 
of seconds it could be observed within the commercial.

Finally, the model includes a number of brand- and consu-
mer-level control variables, which are either incorporated 
as main factors and/or as interaction factors (and, in the 
latter case, thus may partly determine the actual impact 
of the in-ad branding elements on subsequent recall). Prior 
academic studies identified these control variables to be 
potential drivers of brand recall – either directly or indi-
rectly through their relationship with the way consumers 
process in-ad information:
• Brand familiarity – operationalized through a measure-

ment of overall aided brand awareness scores for each 
of the 48 brands, collected from a separate survey that 
was administered among a different pool of respondents 
(Simmonds et al. 2020)

• Consumer gender (Chang 2007; Gould 1987)
• Consumer age (Chang 2007; Phillips & Stanton 2004)
• Consumer attitude towards advertising – operationa-

lized by letting respondents select a description related 
to their opinion on advertising (out of a set of three) 
that fits best (Mehta 2000)

Table 1 then provides a summary of the exact setup of the 
complete model.

Table 1: Factors included in the brand recall model
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IMPACT OF IN-AD BRANDING ON BRAND RECALL
When it comes to the statistically significant effects on 
recall, the estimation results first reveal that, unsurpri-
singly, brand recall is positively related to brand familiarity. 
The more well-known a brand is, the easier it will be for 
consumers to recognize its assets (e.g., spokespersons, 
mascots and/or style elements) within the commercial – 
which makes it easier to retrieve the brand from memory 
later.

Moving on to the actual recall effects of presenting the 
brand name within a commercial, we find that the presence 
of a persistent brand watermark is positively related to 
brand recall – and that this impact becomes larger for every 
second in which it was visible to the commercial’s viewers. 
Specifically, the model parameters imply that when a (30-
second) commercial shows a brand watermark for half of 
its length (15 seconds), an average consumer will have a 29 
percentage points higher likelihood of recalling the brand 

(compared to no watermark being present) afterwards – 
with this difference further increasing to 38 percentage 
points should the watermark be present for the entire (30-
second) duration of the commercial.

Similar to the brand watermark, we also find that the 
addition of a temporary brand mention to a commercial 
(regardless of whether it concerns a visual, aural, or visu-
al+aural mention) has a positive impact on recall. To get a 
better feel for the size of these effects, we used the model 
parameters to compute an expected uplift in brand recall 
for different amounts and types of brand mentions that 
could be observed within a given TV commercial. To keep 
these predictions as realistic as possible, the maximum 
amount of brand mentions for each type was held equal to 
the maximum amount that was observed across the com-
mercials in our data set (7 for visual mentions, 6 for aural 
mentions, and 3 for visual+aural mentions). 

Figure 2: Brand recall effects of various amounts and types of brand mentions
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Figure 2 graphically displays the results of these computa-
tions. It shows that when a relatively low number of brand 
mentions is included in a commercial, those mentions 
that present the brand visually (rather than aurally) tend 
to contribute more strongly to brand recall. This pattern 
reverses under three or more brand mentions, however, 
with speaking the brand’s name out loud becoming the 
more effective method of the two from that point onwards. 
At the same time, the results also suggest a clear superi-
ority of mentions that are both visual and aural – with the 
likelihood of consumers recalling the brand increasing by 
almost 60 percentage points after observing three of such 
mentions. To add some perspective: this threshold is only 
reached by audio-only mentions when double the amount 
(six) is included.

Another conclusion that can be drawn from the graph 
(given that all three lines tend to “flatten out” to some 
degree), is that for all three types of brand mentions, each 
additional mention will have a lower impact on brand recall 
than the one immediately preceding it. Indeed, the three 
estimated “power” parameters were all estimated to have 
a value between 0 and 1 – thereby confirming the existence 
of decreasing returns-to-scale. This is especially apparent 
for purely visual mentions, which reach the “ceiling” of 

their total potential impact quite rapidly and, unlike aural 
and visual+aural mentions, never manage to outperform a 
30-second-long brand watermark when it comes to recall. 

In addition, the fact that the parameters corresponding 
to the interaction effects between the different branding 
elements are also all statistically significant and negative, 
reveals that decreasing returns-to-scale do not only exhibit 
themselves within a specific type of brand mention, but also 
across these types. A summary of results for the different 
interaction factors included in the model is provided in 
Table 2. A comparison of the relative sizes of the interaction 
parameters in the top half of the table leads to another 
interesting insight – namely that decreasing returns are 
much more prominent across branding elements that show 
the brand than across branding elements that pronounce 
the brand. For the former (brand watermark, visual men-
tions and visual+aural mentions), the average interaction 
parameter between these elements equals -.99, while for 
the latter (aural mentions and visual+aural mentions), it only 
equals -.26. In other words, these results again underline 
that especially when the brand is shown (rather than pron-
ounced) to viewers to enhance brand recall, the added value 
of any additional appearances beyond the first tends to fall 
quickly.

Table 2: Overview of significant interaction factors for branding element effects

0.00    Positive moderator of branding element’s impact (+ estimated ß)
-0.00    Negative moderator of branding element’s impact (+ estimated ß)
n/s No significant effect (under 90% confidence interval)

Finally, while the consumer-level interaction factors were included as control variables, a quick glance over Table 2 does 
reveal some interesting findings worth considering. While it is perhaps not too surprising to conclude that brand mentions 
are more effective in improving brand recall among consumers with a more positive attitude towards advertising (e.g. 
because they pay more attention to these mentions; Ting et al. 2015), a more striking finding is that consumer demographics 
also play a role – specifically, showing your brand (through either a visual or combined visual+aural mention) leads to bigger 
improvements in recall among older than younger viewers.
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TOWARDS AN OPTIMISATION OF IN-AD 
BRANDING
Overall, our study demonstrated the importance of revealing the brand’s name within its commercial to foster brand linkage. 
Different types of branding elements that can be incorporated within a commercial (i.e., presence of a (semi-)permanent 
brand watermark and the number of temporary visual, aural, and combined brand mentions) all exerted a clear impact on 
post-exposure brand recall among the viewing audience.

At the same time, we also concluded that when more mentions of the brand are included in the same commercial, the added 
value of each of them in terms of (further) increasing brand recall tends to become smaller and smaller – with some types 
of branding elements being more prone to “run out of steam” than others. These decreasing returns-to-scale suggest that, 
rather than mentioning the brand’s name yet another time, it may be more fruitful to devote scenes within the commercial 
to conveying its core message instead (another common goal of advertisers, next to brand linkage) at some point. Deciding 
on where this point exactly is may remain quite a challenge, though. Our study, however, does provide several interesting 
insights on this matter:
• Generally speaking, temporary mentions of the brand tend to be more efficient in improving brand linkage than a (semi-)

permanent brand watermark. A relatively small number (three to four) of 1- to 2-second-long mentions is sufficient to 
achieve the same impact on brand recall as a watermark that is present throughout the entire commercial – with the 
total time-on-screen that is required for the brand remaining much lower.

• When we compare visual-only and aural-only mentions, the former is preferred when the total number of brand men-
tions should remain low (e.g., for commercials aimed towards brand building), while the latter are preferred when a 
higher number of brand mentions is allowed (e.g., for commercials aimed towards brand activation).

• Still, brand mentions that combine both visual and aural modes tend to perform best in terms of improving brand 
recall – although the data only allowed us to assess their impact up to a low amount (three). However, our results also 
suggest that this type of mention can easily be supplemented with some more audio-only appearances of the brand 
name – without their own effectiveness being hampered too much.

While the results of our study can help advertisers in determining how often, and in what ways, their brand’s name should 
ideally appear in their next commercial to foster brand linkage, one important limitation should be mentioned. The under-
lying assumption of our analyses was that all the branding elements within a commercial could actually be observed by its 
viewers. In reality, many consumers skip ads pre-maturely and thus miss (some of) their content (Rojas-Méndez et al. 2009). 
In fact, the very presence of in-ad brand mentions may only serve to further accelerate such “zapping” behaviour (Teixeira 
et al. 2010). As such, to provide a complete picture on the impact of branding elements on subsequent recall, we need to 
account for their influence on viewing behaviour as well. In fact, this is where the next article on this topic will focus on. So, 
stay tuned for more insights on the effects of branding elements in advertising.
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